
DA CHINA ProDA Chapter Tacobout It Tuesdays

Unrecorded meeting minutes as taken by participant Elizabeth Blackbourn


Tacobout It Tuesday Part I 
July 27, 2021 at 7PM 
Meeting attended by Adam Bucky, Anders Hove, Steven Bailey Woyijc, Elizabeth Blackbourn

Agenda: to work on content for actions. 

• This content will be distributed to other Progressive Caucus group members, so they may 

too take actions. 

• With voting rights under attack in nearly every state across America, the group decided to 

focus on HR1 and VRA. 

• Tacos were enjoyed at El Santo in Shanghai. 

• Thank you to those who contributed online. 

• Stay connected, all forms of connecting with the local and global ProDA Caucus mentioned, 

including the DACN ProDA Google Group.

• Meeting adjourned.


Tacobout It Tuesday Part II 
August 10, 2021 at 7PM 
Meeting attended by Adam Bucky, Elizabeth Blackbourn, Jacob Aldaco.

Agenda: eat delicious tacos, work on calls for action, increase outreach, and address a few 
ideas brought forth by DA China ProDA Chair Jacob Aldaco. 

• Tacos were enjoyed at El Santo in Shanghai. 

• Discussion of a desire to move to a Google or other suite as a DA China organization

• Ask how DA Austria uses Google platforms to promote ProDA

• Elizabeth will message to follow up


• Adam Bucky agrees to join the ProDA communications team, Adam added to Google Group.

• Discussion of the DACN ProDA Google Group

• California special recall election discussion

• Follow up on past actions: HR1, FPA

• Filibuster reform: Adam Bucky wrote and distributed content within the Google Group. This is 

shared in a slide and on social media, in hopes other members are able to take action using 
this content.


• Discussion of future collaborative events:

• Zero-waste picnic, union and labor focused meeting, focus on back-to-school education 

platform in an event, locations of Tacobout It Tuesdays in the future. 

• Jacob Aldaco mentions new comms and outreach ideas, such as 

• Forming a website, 

• using the “news” page of the existing DA China website,

• having a Mobilize “subgroup”,

• asking about other platforms to promote DA China ProDA activities. 

• Elizabeth messages the Global Caucus Liaison and Global ProDA Leaders and the 

Helpdesk on these matters.

• WeChat ideas: Jacob Aldaco would like participants to create a 3-part ID

• Name, state, location in China

• Jacob will execute this via a group notice after the meeting


• How to activate Tacobout It Tuesday in-person events elsewhere in China?

• Should we advertise ProDA events and where?

• Survey of members who participate at the DA China level was discussed. 

• Members could potentially rank their positions on issues such as voting, taxes, medicare 

for all, green card and visa rules, distributing vaccines abroad, healthcare for all, cost of 
education, student loan forgiveness, women’s rights, issues, law enforcement, human 
trafficking, ICE, the environment, and other legislation or domestic current events.  


• Meeting adjourned


